Chevrolet cavalier 1997

For 15 years, the Cavalier has been a staple sales leader for Chevy dealers. Understandably so,
because the Cavalier offers reasonable value and is priced low enough to compete favorably in
the compact market, often undercutting smaller models from other manufacturers. The
second-generation Cavalier debuted in , and not a moment too soon. A very good car, this
recently designed Cavalier, offering adequate room for four adults, decent performance, and
acceptable interior accommodations. Styling is attractive and contemporary, and there is a
model to suit almost everyone's needs. GM's venerable 2. Equipped with this powerplant, the
Cavalier lags behind its primary competition, the Dodge Neon, in power and acceleration.
Optional in LS sedan and convertible is a 2. The Cavalier is a much more livable car with this
engine, and we wish that Chevrolet offered this powertrain in base models as well. The twin-cam
engine is standard in the sporty Z24 coupe. Manually shifted Z24s are as quick as the Neon
Sport Coupe from rest to 60 mph. Changes to this successful formula are minimal for A new
trim level, dubbed Rally Sport, is available in coupe format. The RS includes Z24 bodyside
moldings and spoiler with body-color fascias, special badging, and larger tires. According to
press materials, a three-dimensional decal is slapped onto the rear quarter panels of the RS.
Additional changes include new exterior paint colors, a new light gray interior color, and revised
wheel covers on the base coupe. Coupes also receive safety belt guide loops. All Cavaliers get
a new easy-open gas cap and side-impact protection that meets new government regulations.
Order the Exterior Appearance Package on a base model, and get a body-color grille insert.
Overall, we think Chevy has a winner here. The styling is attractive and contemporary. The
interior is comfortable and well laid-out. Anti-lock brakes are standard equipment. And, best of
all, the price is dead on; low enough to make the Geo Metro sedan an exercise in redundancy.
We recommend that you check out the Cavalier if a compact car fits your needs. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet
Cavalier. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Cavalier lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Base
coupes have new wheel covers and safety belt guide loops. All Cavaliers meet federal
side-impact standards for the first time. One new interior color and three new exterior colors
freshen the lineup. Read more. Write a review See all 96 reviews. This car is satan itself. I
purchased this car right out of High School. I din't know what I was doing. This was all I could
afford. The only smart thing I did was buy the extended warranty. Gas mileage sucks. I can't
wait to finish paying it off in Aug This was my second cavalier and it had nothing but the
constantly over heating. I'm talking, going to work and find your coolant broke inside your car,
leaking everywhere. Read less. When you think of the so called horrible American car - this is it.
Problem after problem after problem. See all 96 reviews of the Used Chevrolet Cavalier. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Cavalier. Sign Up. Dealership: Martin Chevrolet. View Disclaimer.
Our sale prices include rebates and incentives available to consumers residing in our local
market area. You may also qualify for one or more of the additional incentives listed below our
sale price. All advertised prices exclude tax, title, license and documentary service fee. Contact
dealer for most current information. Sales: Dealership: Martin Chevrolet. Stop in today to take a
closer look! We handle every transaction in a very simple, straight-forward and transparent
manner and our goal is to make your car buying experience fun. Please call, e-mail or stop in
and see why Martin Chevrolet will be Chicagoland's 1 Chevy dealer! There is currently no
information available about this vehicle's features online. Please contact our dealership to find
out more about the features of this vehicle. There is currently no information available about
this vehicle's specifications online. Please contact our dealership to find out more about the
specifications of this vehicle. I'm Interested. First Name. Is this vehicle still available? Would
you be willing to take this amount for this vehicle? I would like to get pre-approved. I am trading
in my vehicle. Visit our Store. Get Directions. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about

this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur
charges depending on their wireless carrier. Check Availability. Please Note: We provide
Savings on our vehicles daily based on current inventory supply. Check to see if this vehicle
qualifies for a Sale Price. Color: Stock : VIN:. Get Quote. Vehicle Information: Chevrolet
Cavalier. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. Displaying 1 - 10 of Chevrolet
Cavalier 10 reviews. Just wasnt the car for me. Didnt like the tires. Cavalier Racecar â€” I have
raced this car for one season and it is a top running car. Im currently working on it to get it
ready for this season. But this is just a car strictly for play. Its got the 2. Looks Good Drives
Good Can Be A Pain In The Neck â€” it was a nice project to deal with either it ran or it didn't
thanks to the loser who owned it before me thank you for totally screwing up a what once was a
great car now it is in the hand of my ex boyfriend who had recently told me when the car dies he
will run it over with his lifted jeep all i asked him was to make sure i am there loved the car when
it ran but not wheni had to fix it cause it was never just one thing that broke at a time with that
car not all cavaliers are like this just mine! Cons: car was totaled before i had got it had
problems with it the whole time i had it one thing to the next after the next drove me crazy but i
delt with it cause i like workin on cars and trucks. Wouldnt It Though â€” good on gas, parts are
cheap looks ugly and boring, so theft is unlikely performs as good as a one legged guy in a ass
kicking contest fun to drive as long as you dont like style' comfort, going far, etc. Killer â€” I like
every thing about this car they only bad thing is it needs a truck bed its got great power for a
front wheel drive that little 2. It did get better mileage, but it was only ok as far as a fun ride.
Decent Vehicle For The Price â€” it was a great car until the timing chain jumped and blew the
motor. I had a system in it and ran it on the battery for 3 hours. Pros: Good car for the cost. I'd
change the timing chain setup right after buying to make the car last longer. Handled the snow
very well. I've never been beat off the line with it. Never raced any all-wheel drive cars though! I
had a blast the whole 5 or so years I had it. Sold it to my brother. Too many kids to sink money
in for having fun. I Like It. I can't wait for summer when I can take the top down and enjoy the
convertibleness! I bought it used so it's not in perfect condition, but so far it's a fun little car.
Good Gas Milage â€” Just got the car a few days ago seems to run very good. Car was well
taken care of has , miles on it and is in good shape. It pays to do routine maintenance. American
cars will last a long time,just take care of them. This car has been driven by my 19 year old son
since his junior year of high school. It has been the perfect car for him! The two door coupe may
not be optimal for a large family due to difficulty g Read More. I really don't dislike anything
about my car. I wish it had less miles on it than it does but that's about it. It has almost , But I've
taken very good care of it and it runs very smooth and qu This car is great on gas, and also is
very reliable. There is nothing that i have to say about it that is negative. It handles very nice on
snow and ice as well as wet roads! Perfect family, and commu Reliabale, never had any
problems. Low maintenance cost. Still looks good. Compared to Toyota or Honda it depreciates
a lot faster resell value wise. I never had any problems with it even though it A great, affordable,
and simple car. This car isn't suppose to be a big luxury filled family car, this is purpose built as
a nice day to day commuting car and it does that perfectly. It looks nice for I ended up not
getting it because of too many problems with it. And I was not made aware of those problems
until I checked it out and so I did not get it. Had to get another car for waaaay more than Over all
the cavalier has been a good car. Vehicle has very good pick up and plenty of power. Very tight
responsive steering and smooth and stable on the highway. The firm suspension make for a
roughe This car can either be your reliable friend or it can be a hastle. Since it's a common
enough car and there's lots of them in junk yards, finding parts for them is easy. But since they
are common, fin Its small but tough drives like a truck kind of rough but has done me good
untill now. Its hard to keep up on minor repairs on a small budget. All and all it has been
dependable. Now not so much. Have you driven a Chevrolet Cavalier? Rank This Car. User
Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories. Clear selections. Guru9WYT6C
writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Travis writes:. Back Seats:. Pros: Plenty of power. Cons:
Nothing. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: mpg is great. Is this helpful? Kevin writes:.
Cons: the intake. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Everything. Cons: Just needs a truck
bed. Jim writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Ok ride. Cons: Just mediocre. Ben
writes:. Battery Life:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Good car for the cost. Cons:
Timing chain jumping without warning. Bo writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
Cheap and fun. Cons: Not much power stock. Krystal writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: It's fun. Cons: The dirtiness from the last owner. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
easy to drive has a good turning radius. Cons: road noise. Reviews From Other Years. Read all
28 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Read all 62 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Read all 71 Chevrolet
Cavalier reviews. Read all 51 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Read all 49 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews.
Cars compared to Chevrolet Cavalier. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.

Compare Chevrolet Cavalier to Related Models. Select Year Didnt like the tires Is this review
helpful? Pros: Plenty of power Cons: Nothing Is this review helpful? Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: mpg is great Cons: car was totaled before i had got it had problems with it the
whole time i had it one thing to the next after the next drove me crazy but i delt with it cause i
like workin on cars and trucks 2 of 4 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting
to work Pros: easy to drive has a good turning radius Cons: road noise Is this review helpful? Is
it time to move on? The complete details of all recalls are listed below, along with what they
cover and the recommended solutions. Recalls don't cost you anything to get fixed, but most
are time-limited, so if your car is affected you should call your local Chevrolet service
department immediately! Decreased lighting visibility may result in a vehicle crash. If the weld
fails, loss of steering could result, possibly resulting in a vehicle crash. A stalled vehicle can
increase the risk of a vehicle crash. A fuel leak can result in a fire. Without the amber reflectors,
the vehicle will be poorly illuminated, possibly resulting in a vehicle crash without warning. If
this occurs, the pinion shaft can be forced upward during left turns and back down as the
steering wheel is moved back and to the right. If the pinion shaft moves further, the driver will
need to exert more effort to turn the steering wheel, similar to a vehicle without power assisted
steering. If the pinion shaft If the switch is damaged, a fire could occur in the steering column,
even with the engine off and the key removed. If this were to occur while the vehicle was in
motion, a loss of vehicle control can occur, increasing the risk of a crash. Air bags deploy with
great force and can seriously injure unrestrained occupants who are too close to them. In the
event of a vehicle crash, the sheet metal structure would not perform as desired increasing the
risk of personal injury. A rapid loss of air can increase the risk of a vehicle crash. The area and
pattern wiped on the windshield will be reduced and could affect the driver's view in wet
weather increasing the risk of a vehicle accident. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
1999 volvo v70
96 powerstroke
sienna awd spare tire carrier
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

